realistic signal detection problems have a few recurring features. e only 178 reliable way to detect all true cases is to always assume that the event has oc-179 curred. is implies that f () = -if the detection rate is 100%, then the 180 false positive rate is also 100%. Likewise, the only way to miss every true 181 case is to assume the event never happens, f () = . ird, I assume that model, I will later need a particular function f (d). Speci cally, I will use a exible hyperbolic function for all numerical examples in this paper:
where a >  is a parameter that determines how quickly f (d) increases as such information is costly to acquire or process, then ℓ will be large.
change in the environment is given by:
where E c = dp c + ( 
235
In the Supporting Information, I use the logic above to derive the ex-
236
plicit function for q t , the probability of acquiring adaptive behavior via social 237 learning, t generations aer a change in the environment:
natural logarithm. is expression is de ned as:
is is just the natural logarithm of the geometric mean tness of the invad- 
S is a term summarizing the tness bene ts of social learning, and I is a term 270 summarizing the tness bene ts of individual learning. ese terms are:
) . 
By analyzing these three gradients, it is possible to determine the equilibria 305 and stability conditions of the model. to invade from zero is:
where
) is the probability of individual learning when 
Level of detection whend > . When detection does invade and in-325
crease from zero, the learning state variables evolve top s =  andp c = .
326
ere is no similarly simple expression for the value ofd. e expression for 327 the steady-state amount of detection is complex, but is de ned implicitly by: cultural variation, even when it cannot in traditional models.
606
Spatial and temporal variation may also interact in unanticipated ways. Derivation of q t . First, note that just aer a change in the environment,
When this condition is satis ed, detection cannot increase from zero. (Figure 2 ). is reduces to the condition:
and
where cial learning when the environment is stable. But the signal is never perfect.
751
Instead, attempts to detect stability always lead to some erroneous decisions 752 to learn socially. When u is large, the probability the environment has not 753 changed will be small and comparable to the rate of mistakes in concluding 754 that the environment has not changed. Since individual learning is so cheap,
755
when u > k, the risks do not outweigh the costs, and detection can never 
775
In the top row of Figure 5 , accuracy of detection is set fairly low, to a = 
780
Both the invasion and stability regions shrink rapidly with increases in the 781 direct cost of detection.
782
In the bottom row of Figure 5 , accuracy of detection is set fairly high, to 802 L = u ( dp c + (
F . Sensitivity of invasion and stability to the parameters k, the cost of individual learning, and ℓ, the direct cost of detecting environmental change. In each plot, the red boundary contains the combinations of k, ℓ that allow detection to invade. e shaded region shows all combinations of k, ℓ at which detection is stable when common. Darker shading indicates higher equilibrium detection,d, with pure black representingd =  and pure whited = . Note the scale of the vertical axis, which unlike the horizontal, only extends to 0.20.
is expression is for a mutant, but since individual learning is asocial, the change in L as a function of d is, via the chain rule:
) .
Since df /dd >  and p c − p s > , as conditions for d >  to invade in the 808 rst place, dL/dd > .
809
Now consider the rate of change in L as a function of p s . is is: 810 dL dp
And this is also always positive, for any  < u <  and  < f < d < .
811
Increasing p s increases L, and so decreasing p s decreases L, explaining the 812 negative trend for L as p s approaches zero.
813
Now consider the change in the quality of social information, Q. Again 814 via the chain rule, the rate of change in Q as a function of d ⋆ is:
While this appears complicated, it is always positive for any  < f on time periods where t = . is increases Q for all t > , as a consequence.
819
e more common change in the environment, the more detection helps Q.
820
Q also increases with p ⋆ s . e rate of change is:
And this is also positive, for all  < f ⋆ < d ⋆ < . erefore as p ⋆ s decreases,
822
Q decreases.
823
In this model, the evolution of detection of environmental change can sight. e condition for expected tness at thed >  steady state to exceed
As the costs of individual learning k increase, mean tness atd >  increases.
830
is results from the population being able to save costs of expensive learn-831 ing, while still producing quality social information, by allocating necessary 832 individual learning to when it is really needed, when t = . A major oppos-
833
ing force is the rate of change u, which reduces mean tness atd > . As u 834 increases, the population spends less and less time at t > , and so reaps less 835 bene t from any improvements in social information Q. Finally, the slower 836 f increases with d, the higher mean tness atd > .
837
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